
Engineered systems for the physical manipulation of single cells
Joel Voldman
Manipulating the physical location of cells is useful both to

organize cells in vitro and to separate cells during screening.

The quest to manipulate cells on length scales commensurate

with their size has led to a host of technologies exploiting

optical, chemical, mechanical, electrical, and other

phenomena. Researchers interested in organizing cells are

gaining the ability to pattern more than two cell types, to create

dynamic surfaces, and to pattern cells in the third dimension. In

the realm of cell separation for screening, there has been

significant progress in miniaturized flow-based optical sorters

as well as in sorting following static microscopic observation.
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Introduction
Cells are small. This makes their physical manipulation

challenging. Nevertheless, researchers would like to

manipulate cells to understand their function. As one

example, because cell phenotype in vivo is partly con-

trolled by the micron-scale organization of cells with

respect to one another, we would like tools to recreate

these environments in vitro. Indeed, the ability to create

defined interactions of cells at the micron scale in vitro has

led to new advances in both fundamental cell biology [1]

and tissue engineering [2]. As a second example, we can

learn about cell function by performing assays on popula-

tions of cells and isolating cells that exhibit interesting

phenotypes, as is commonly done in genetics [3]. This

creates a need for ways to separate these micron-sized

objects from their surrounding background populations.

Common to these tasks is the need to physically manip-

ulate cells on length scales commensurate with cell size.

There are many different ways to organize or move cells

at these scales, each with its own trade-offs. In this

review I will highlight recent developments for
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physically manipulating cells at the microscale, divided

into technologies for organizing cells in relation to one

another (e.g. cell patterning) and technologies for separ-

ating or isolating cells from each other (e.g. cell sorting).

Organizing cells
It is widely appreciated that controlling the relative

arrangement of cells in vitro is useful, often as a way of

mimicking the in vivo environment. The ideal technology

for doing this would be able to pattern multiple cell types

in relation to each other with micron-scale accuracy in

three-dimensions, and would offer mechanisms to alter

those patterns over time. Although no existing technology

meets these requirements, researchers have made recent

progress toward this goal.

Patterning multiple cell types

Most cell-patterning technologies create permissive

(cytophilic) regions where the surface chemistry (typi-

cally protein constituent) is compatible with the desired

cell type and complementary (cytophobic) regions where

proteins (and thus cells) are precluded from attaching.

This approach is intrinsically binary and thus restricted to

concurrently patterning at most two cell types (and

usually only one cell type). Circumventing this limitation

requires either more specificity be introduced to the cell–

substrate interaction or introduction of the ability to

dynamically and locally switch substrate adhesiveness.

One approach is to increase the specificity of cell–

substrate interactions by having the cell present exogen-

ous surface molecules that will specifically bind with a

ligand not normally associated with cell–substrate attach-

ment. If a library of such surface molecules could be

made, then it would be possible to pattern multiple cell

types by patterning the appropriate ligands on different

parts of the substrate. For instance, Kato and Mrksich

[4��] engineered cell-surface receptors with extracellular

domains containing non-native binding sites. By pattern-

ing the appropriate ligand onto a surface, they were able

to get cells to attach, spread, and migrate on the surface,

demonstrating both specific attachment and the retention

of proper intracellular signaling (Figure 1a).

Instead of engineering new proteins, Chandra et al. [5]

used a clever synthetic approach to covalently attach

single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) to cell-surface glycans.

By then attaching ssDNA sequences to a substrate, they

were able to bind cells selectively to substrates coated

with the complementary strand. Although this approach

does not recapitulate the intracellular signaling cascade, it

is potentially easier to scale up than Mrksich’s approach in
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 1

Patterning multiple cell types. (a) Re-programmed cell adhesion. Mrksich and colleagues created a chimeric receptor presenting carbonic

anhydrase IV (CAIV; pink), which specifically binds to surfaces presenting benzenesulfonamide (orange). The lower panel shows cells migrating

on the surface, demonstrating that normal intracellular signaling is recapitulated. (Reproduced with permission from [4]. Copyright 2004 Am

Chem Soc.) (b) Combining electrophoretic forces and surface adhesion. Two different populations of cells (first blue-labeled cells, followed by

green-labeled cells) are patterned first by attraction to electrodes using electrophoretic forces and then though attachment to an RGD-coated

gold surface. The electrode surfaces are depicted by the small white squares and the polarities of the electrodes are shown to the left. The scale

bar is 40 mm. (Reproduced with permission from [6]. Copyright 2005 Am Chem Soc.)
that new specificity is achieved by changing the DNA

sequence rather than by engineering a new chimeric

protein.

Instead of using surface chemistry to prevent or allow

cells to attach to certain regions, other researchers are

developing ways to direct cells to specific locations in the

first place. In these approaches, patterning does not

necessarily occur from changing the surface chemistry,

but rather by allowing cells to only come into contact with

the substrate in desired areas. For this purpose, electro-

magnetic forces are one commonly used approach. For

instance, Toriello et al. [6] used electrophoretic forces on

(negatively charged) cells to drive them to positively

charged gold electrodes. By additionally coating the cells

with an RGD (Arg-Gly-Asp)-thiol linker, they were able

to make the cells adhere to those surfaces (Figure 1b).

The authors showed patterning of two cell populations,

but the approach could be extended to additional (>2)

populations. Our laboratory has used dielectrophoresis

(DEP) — the electrical force on cells in spatially nonuni-

form electric fields [7] — to locally place cells. We have

recently developed a simple planar electrode system that

can pattern cells in physiological saline [8]. Because DEP

uses addressable electrodes (i.e. electrodes that can be

individually turned on and off), this technology is exten-

sible to patterning multiple cell types. Magnetic forces

analogous to DEP can also be used to pattern cells. For

instance, Reich, Chen and coworkers [9] used magnetic

nanowires attached to cells to pattern the cells near

micromagnet arrays.
www.sciencedirect.com
Instead of modulating surface chemistry, Xu et al. [10]

used inkjet printing to physically print live mammalian

cells onto substrates, building on pioneering work by

researchers at the US Naval Research Laboratory on

biological laser printing [11]. The approach of Xu and

colleagues has the advantage of obviating surface chem-

istry limitations altogether, to the extent that the surface

is compatible with the printing technology (they currently

print onto agar or collagen gel surfaces). Although spatial

resolution is currently lower than that attainable using

photolithography-based methods, it is sufficient for many

applications.

A different way to pattern multiple cell types is to locally

change substrate adhesiveness. Technologies demon-

strating this function can also create dynamic substrates,

where cells that are initially confined to a certain region

are released from that confinement. Kaji et al. [12,13] used

a movable platinum probe to electrochemically desorb

albumin-coated surfaces locally in the presence a solution

containing bromide ions. In this way the authors were

able to pattern multiple cell types [12] and to create

dynamic surfaces (Figure 2) [14].

Creating dynamic patterns

Following the pioneering work of Mrksich on electro-

active substrates that can switch adhesiveness by cleaving

an electroactive linker [15], Jiang et al. [16] introduced a

simpler technique that used the electrochemical deso-

rption of self-assembled monolayers to dynamically con-

trol substrate cytophilicity. They used this technology to
Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2006, 17:532–537
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Figure 2

Creating dynamic cell patterns. The electrochemical probe developed by

Kaji [12,13] can be used to desorb bovine serum albumin, first allowing

cells to stick in a stripe and next allowing cells to migrate off that stripe.

Thus, it is possible to create dynamic cell patterns. (Reproduced with

permission from [14]. Copyright 2004 Am Chem Soc.)
study how cell polarization affects the direction of cell

migration by creating asymmetric cell patterns and then

electrochemically ‘releasing’ the cells from those patterns

[17��]. Taking that idea even further, Kumar et al. [18]

recently developed an oligoethylene glycol-presenting

cytophobic surface that could be switched to a cytophilic

state by adding chitosan.

Into the third dimension

Most micropatterning approaches are limited to patterning

cellsonto a two-dimensional surface.Cells invivo, however,

live ina three-dimensional environment. Desai’s laboratory

has developed a layer-by-layer microfluidic approach,

where multiple layers of different cell types are consecu-

tively flowed on top of each other in a microfluidic channel

to organize cells in three dimensions [19]. Alternatively,

Bhatia’s laboratory has used DEP as an electrical force to

organize cells in three dimensions, followed by photopo-

lymerization of the hydrogel to lock the structures in place

[20] (see also Update). Likewise, Markx’s group [21] has

performed similar work in bacteria, and Cooper’s laboratory

in the UK have used optical tweezers [22].

Cell separation
One common approach for studying or processing cells is

to separate cells from each other on the basis of some

phenotypic marker. This marker can range from ‘simple’

expression of fluorescent reporters [23] to ‘complex’
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indicators, such as morphology [24]. Developing ways

to separate cells that are coupled to different observation

methods then enables researchers to perform genetic

screens based upon different phenotypic markers. For

instance, separating cells with different amounts of fluor-

escent protein enables screens for gene expression, while

the ability to separate cells on the basis of the location of a

protein allows one to study subcellular organization.

Cell separation in flow

Significant effort is being devoted to replicating the

functionality of fluorescence-activated cell sorting

(FACS) at the small scale. Decreasing the instrument

size and cost (such as for point-of-care applications) or

decreasing the sample volume necessary for assay (most

conventional FACS cannot handle small sample volumes)

have largely driven these efforts. Conventional FACS

technology has been optimized to high sort rates (tens

of thousands of cells/sec) and multiple sort parameters

(e.g. scatter, many fluorescent colors). Thus, the goal at

the microscale has been to develop techniques that can

compete with either or both of these specifications.

One common approach is to use optical forces. There are

two types of devices that researchers use: highly diver-

gent lasers that form tweezers to trap particles in three

dimensions, and less divergent laser ‘firehoses’ that push

particles along the path of the laser. The former has the

advantage of creating a stable trap for cell manipulation,

whereas the latter uses simpler optics. Both have the

attractive quality of partitioning most system complexity

off the microfabricated device, resulting in a simpler

(and thus less expensive) device.

Several techniques rely on lasers to push cells transverse

to a flow stream. One implementation was described by

Wang et al. [25] where they used a laser to deflect cells

across the center of a microfluidic channel. By using high

power (�10 W) at low on-times (�ms), they were able to

achieve reasonable sorting rates (tens of cells/sec) without

overtly stressing the cells (as determined by Hsp70b0 and

Fos expression).

Applegate and colleagues [26] also used a laser to deflect

particles, in this case using a laser beam arranged into a

line or bar shape and oriented at an angle to the fluid flow,

thus imparting a transverse force to particles as they

flowed down the channel. Like other optical methods,

this approach can be switched in response to a fluorescent

signal. Thus far, they have only demonstrated trapping

with colloids (which are typically easier to manipulate

than cells), and the throughputs are lower than for Wang’s

approach.

Cell separation with microscopy

The drawback of devices that dynamically sort cells in a

flowing stream is that it is difficult to image the moving
www.sciencedirect.com
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(and unattached) cells or view them over time. Therefore,

other methods combine sorting with microscopic

observation.

Revzin et al. [27] formed polyethylene glycol (PEG)

hydrogel microwells and loaded them with white blood

cells. After imaging the cells, they were able to retrieve

desired subpopulations using laser capture microdissec-

tion (LCM). The appealing aspect of this technology is

that it uses an off-the-shelf sorting instrument (the LCM

instrument) in conjunction with a microfluidic element to

organize the cells.

Electrical forces such as DEP can also be used for

manipulating cells in order to sort them. By creating an

array of DEP traps on a device that fits onto a microscope,

one can create a system that combines imaging with DEP

manipulation to sort cells. The major challenge in creat-

ing such a system is electrically addressing the 100s to

1000s of DEP cell traps that would be needed in a

practical system. A system where each of those traps

requires even one electrical connection to the outside

world would result in the need to make an impractical

number of connections to the device. We have recently

developed a DEP trap array with interconnect require-

ments that scale favorably, enabling us to eventually
Figure 3

Dielectrophoretic cell sorting. (a) Image-based sorting using dielectrophoret

turn off the electric field (and hence the electrical trap) using a row-column

electrodes from voltage (+V or �V) to ground (GND) (middle). The lower pan

fluorescence imaging. (Reproduced with permission from [28]. Copyright 20

where a projected image creates a localized electric field at the nitride–liqui

used to project an image onto a chip containing a semiconducting amorpho

conductor. This causes the a-Si:H layer to conduct, turning the light image

By updating the images over time, it is possible to create moving traps to t

permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature [30], copyright 2005.)
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develop arrays with thousands of individually addressable

traps (Figure 3a) [28�]. Building off an older version of our

addressable DEP traps [29], this new array features sig-

nificantly simpler fabrication, stronger traps and only

needs 2Hn electrodes to address n traps.

Wu’s group at Berkeley developed a light-induced DEP

trap, where photogenerated carriers in a thin film caused a

decrease in the resistance of the layer and, in turn, created

a local DEP trap (Figure 3b) [30�]. Although the device

can be adversely affected by high-conductivity solutions,

it has been successfully used to manipulate both beads

and cells. The approach has the significant advantage of

not requiring patterned electrodes; any electric-field con-

figuration can be ‘written’ on the substrate with light.

Finally, a completely new device for cell manipulation

is the recently introduced microfluidic probe [31��].
This device consists of a silicon chip with a closely spaced

inlet and outlet (Figure 4). When placed close to a

surface, the liquid flowing out of one port is captured

by the neighboring port, locally exposing the surface to

the liquid in question. This enables surfaces to be treated

locally, which can then be used to selectively trypsinize

and thus remove adherent cells. One could combine this

device with microscopy to image and then selectively
ic traps. Using a ‘ring-dot’ electrode geometry (top), one can selectively

addressing scheme by switching the appropriate row and column

el shows sorting of cells held in 4 � 4 arrays of these traps following

05 Am Chem Soc.) (b) Schematic (top) of optoelectronic tweezers

d interface. A Digital Micromirror Device (DMDTM) microdisplay is

us silicon hydride (a-Si:H) layer atop an indium tin oxide (ITO)

into an electrical image and thus creating local dielectrophoretic forces.

ransport beads, as shown here (lower panel), or cells. (Reprinted with

Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2006, 17:532–537
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Figure 4

Microfluidic probe. Side schematic of the microfluidic probe (top),

showing how reagent (green) is injected from one port and aspirated

back into another port. This creates a localized volume of reagent in

contact with the substrate. The lower panel shows the use of this

probe to selectively trypsinize and then remove a single fibroblast

close to neighboring cells. (Reprinted and adapted with permission

from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Materials [31], copyright

2005.)
detach desired cells from a substrate, effecting an

image-based sort.

Cell type considerations
When contemplating organizing or separating cells, one

must be cognizant of the applicability of various

approaches to different types of cells (e.g. adherent versus

non-adherent, eukaryotic versus prokaryotic). For

instance, approaches that use specific binding interactions

between a cell and a substrate for cell patterning are

typically best-suited for use with adherent cells or at least

cells whose interaction with a substrate can be modulated.

The approach of Chandra et al. [5], for instance, could be

used with any cell presenting cell-surface glycans.

Electromagnetic manipulation tends to be quite general,

which makes these techniques widespread but also less

specific than chemical approaches. Electrophoresis and

dielectrophoresis require cells to be charged or polariz-

able, respectively. Because most cells are charged [32]

and all intact cells are polarizable, these techniques are

quite general. Magnetic manipulation requires either that

the cell contain magnetic material (e.g. iron in red blood

cells) or that they carry a magnetic label (as in [9]). Optical

manipulation, meanwhile, requires a difference in the

index of refraction between the cell and the liquid,

which will generally occur for all intact cells. Optical

tweezers typically operate in the near-infrared (NIR) to

avoid absorption (and thus heating) and chemical

damage that occurs at lower wavelengths (e.g. UV photo-

damage). Nonetheless, one may still need to be careful
Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2006, 17:532–537
with pigmented cells (e.g. melanocytes), which are still

relatively absorbent in the NIR [33].

Finally, physical manipulation requires that the cells

withstand the forces applied to them, such as the shear

stresses imposed by flow or the impact forces from print-

ing. Here, hardy cells work better, such as those with cell

walls (e.g. yeast or bacteria). For cells without walls, one

must use the proper controls to ensure that cells are not

being damaged or, more subtly, that one is not activating

unwanted signaling pathways (e.g. shear-induced gene

expression [34]).

Conclusions
Engineers are making rapid progress in developing the

tools needed to manipulate cells at micron length scales.

They are using all the phenomena available to them —

optical, mechanical, electrical, chemical, and so on — to

assert spatial control over cells. Perhaps the two central

goals for the future are to continue to increase the

throughput and controllability trade-off of such techni-

ques and to simplify them. The first is needed to over-

come the traditional trade-off between techniques that

provide absolute positional control (e.g. optical tweezers)

at low throughput with those that provide moderate

control (e.g. surface patterning) with high throughput.

The second is possibly even more important, in that

simpler technologies generally have higher utility and

consequently become more widely adopted. We must

push for technologies that are truly easy-to-use without

much finagling, so that they are widely adopted by the

community.

Update
Recent work from Bhatia’s laboratory extends their prior

DEP-based patterning [20] to pattern chondrocytes into

three-dimensional clusters [35]. They showed that cluster

size affected the amount of matrix biosynthesis per cell, a

result that could not be observed in two-dimensional

culture or unpatterned three-dimensional culture.
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